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with language, the participants of the Semrn d~alin~ a distinction between speech and talk, a ioar_se~io; that is maintained throughout t~e repor~. distinc ·s formal· talk is informal. Talk is more im(Speech ~ There is also the feeling that speech, as a portant. b. t should not be separated from the Engschool su J~~m'. "when talk is so central to Eng~is~, 1ish cl::s~bvi~us dangers in introduc.ing a specialist there a. h ,, This brings up the old battle on 
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John F. Kennedy Senior High School, Bloomington course ind:~ee~e~el about whether the English depart-the secon y "·ust an English department" or a lanment should be Jt t a battle which has been resolved, arts depar men ' t 1 era 
Growth through English (published by the National guage. s area at least, by intE'r-departmen a coop -Association for the leaching of English, Great Britai,i~ th ~etween speech and English teachers. NCTE; and MLA, 1967) by John Dixon of Bretton Hall tion 

. t Coll~ge of Education, Wakefield, is a report based u~ The concern for the importance 0 ! ~a~k lea~: ~n ° the Dartmouth Seminar held in late August and early hapter concerning classroom activit(ies. lk e: 
September of 1966. At that time a group of fifty the_cities are divided into two camps: l) t~ . an _ h 
people from England, Canada, and the United States met actlV and (2) writing and readin~. "What unifi~~ s~~e 
to discuss common problems in the teaching of English, ara~:d classroom activi,ties," said th e au~hor' is 
(All participants were in some way involved wit~ the vari or aspect of human experience on w~ich work cen-
teaching of English.) theme II The prime spot given to drama rein for~~.~ a ter~ing that my colleagues and I have had tha ~r some fee d works--even with the slow learner. reason' r ama 

The report, which is relatively easy, palatable reading, contains chapters of review, survey, descri~ tion, suggestion, theory, and practice. Specific observations are both heart-warming and heart-rending: a little boy wrote a diary about catching a "femail newt"; a little girl observed about a rose that "the petals feel so soft/ Like velvet hearts dancing round each other"; a teen-ager stated, "I am afraid not only of losing my physical youth but any childishness I still have." 

The report works upon the premised!hata:~a~r~~f~;s 
·as dram~ moves onbs~~!!~u~~!l~g!~ ~~at~~! ve and eigh-' that this occurs e 

Two chapters are particularly interesting for the classroom teacher: Chapter 1, a survey chapter, entitled "A Method of Definition," and Chapter 3, a chapte, of practice, entitled "An Analysis of Activities in Class." It should be pointed out that the latter is not practical in the sense of giving specific lesson plans but in the sense of offering workable generaliz• tions for the classroom teacher. 

According to Chapter 'l, a survey of the historical traditions in the teaching of English reveals three views of the subject--English as a skill, as cultural heritage, and as a method of personal growth. The 

and that these stages develop: teen, 

... improvising talk appropriate_to v~st ranges of situation and role; listening_ and responding in the fullest sense, while taking a role; discussing the app~oach to a theme, its possibilit~e~, and !inally the insights gained; writing sc~ipts for one's own group; reading, learning and probing the meaning of a text~-through 
private study, talk and enacting. 

to satisfy the various cries Such an approach would seem f th text close scrutiny o e •·' for creativity, groupa:~r~~dependent study. A q~arrel in-depth evaluation' the timing of "writing scripts might be raised about Perhaps it should be the last for one's own group." 
stage of development. 

. e basic assumptions, 
skills approach was fitted to an era when initial lit- The report also contains.som . • - . (l) 
eracy was the primary concern. The heritage model . ·f will for Englisb teachers. 

.. 
some epigrams i you 

1 
'· f langu~ge is to promote 

stressed culture as. a given to be transmitted, via " ... the most fundamenta ai~ 0 

2 
"When life is felt 

lecture, to the younger generation. The current, or , interaction between people. ( ) _ k . this role is 
personal growth model, stresses exploration of experi~ as immediate and particular, our wor in ence (literature) and sharing of experience (language), 
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closest to the artist; as it moves toward generality 
it moves closer to the thinker. Perhaps English holds the middle ground.'' (3) The author also reaffirms'a 
vague fear that many an English teacher has felt when 
thinking about inter-departmental cooperation. "What_ 
ever the subject in the curriculum, the places where 
such knowledge can affect language in operation need 
to be more fully understood than they are at present.• 
In all of this, the report consistently refers to the 
position of the teacher as one of trust, a sometimes frightening position to fill. ---

Besides these two chapters on the background of 
methods in teaching English and on classroom activi tie, 
the report concerns curriculum continuity, teacher Pre 1 aration, and implications for the future. There are 
matters for agreement and disagreement, things to be 
praised and things to be blamed. One rather strong 
indictment for us as English teachers is this: "there 
is a widespread and self-defeating refusal on both 
sides of the Atlantic to see that literature cannot be 
'taught' by a direct approach, and that the teacher 
who weighs in with talk or lecture is more likely to 
kill a personal response than to support and develop 
it." (I recall the early years when I tried to "teach" 
every minute of the hour and tried to fill in all the 
silent spots, forgetting, as the report pointed out, 
that we all have known the occasion when the best com
ment was silence--not dead silence, but the shared 
silence of reflection and quiet brooding over what has 
moved us deeply. Another drama image comes to mind-
the few seconds of highly complimentary silence before 
the audience breaks into applause.) 

The single greatest complaint expressed by a reader 
looking for specific answers is that Growth through 
English did not list enough titles or places where 
specific classroom helps can be found. It is the same 
plea we make to co-ordinators, department heads, col
leagues, book publishers, and teachers from other 
schools: where do we find appropriate material for 
the slow learner, the terminal student, the culturally 
deprived, and the inadequately prepared? Nevertheless, 
Growth through English is a book worth reading in 
snatche~ sometime during this new year. 

Miss Dromefer is deportment head, and English and Speech teacher, at John 
F. Kennedy Senior High School, Bloomington. 
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